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NOTATION

Ai (e)

B

FW
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H

I

Ia(e)

Ma(e)

MB(e)
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Vi

X,Y,Z
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bi

ci
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i', 3',k'

m

Ma

p

po

. Immersed cross-sectional area of ith transverse

= Waterplane area section

= Total beam at waterline

= Force due to weight of model

= Force on model due to buoyancy of displaced water

* Draft at pivot point

W Moment of inertia of model o

W Added moment of inertia of model

. Statical moment due to added mass of model

= Moment due to buoyancy of displaced water

a Moment due to weight of model

= Keel wetted length

* Forward speed of advance

Vertical velocity of ith transverse section

= Coordinate System translating with the model

Draft of ith transverse section

= Half beam of ith section

Modified half beam (considering piled up water)

Acceleration due to gravity

Unit vectors in x,y,e directions

= Unit vectors in X,Y,Z directions

Mass of model

: Added mass of model

Instantaneois pressure ata point on the hull

n, ~i
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q , JiP= Q . Angular velocity in xs plane

t Time

U(c) dZ(c)/dc = Slope of modified transverse section

uw Velocity components of an element in xz directions

x,y,z Coordinate system translating and rotating with model

Axi Longitudinal distance between stations i-j,and id

zi(y) Equationof ith transverse section

zi(c) = Equationof modified transverse section

7 - Constant

5 V2/C

_- y/c = Dimensionless beam coordinate

e = Pitch angle

Go = Initial pitch angle

i() r Inertia coefficient of ith section

p Density of water

0 -- ( e)2

Superscript dot denotes differentiation with respect to time
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SLAMMING DUE TO PURE PITCHING MOTION

By

M. Alison Todd

Abstract

In this report a method is developed for predic~t azmtn
slamming forces experienced by a ship's hull, -W 1 iFts impant
wtFt--th--free water surface is due to pure pitching motion.

The results of the theoretical investigation are compared
with those obtained from a series of experiments performed upon
an eight foot model of the M.S. SAN FRANCISCO, in which the
model is given an initial angular displacement about a fixed axis
of rotation about 30 percent of the length from aft, and allowed
to pitch in her natural period. The results are given in the
form of theoretical and experimental acceleration traces. The
pressure distribution over some of the forward sections is also
obtained theoretically, and the total moment due to slamming is
estimated both from this and from the differential equation of
slamming. In the case of pure pitching motion about this axis,
the general location of the region of high pressure at the time
of slamming is found to be about 20 percent aft of the forward
perpendicular.

The effect of slamming on the pitching motion of the ship is
ishown to be very slight. The effect on llarmming of finite speed
Iof advance, for the case of anartiIially pitched model moving
Ithrough calm water, is also very small.

Introduction

Dr. Szebehely(l) has investigated the hydrodynamic principles
involved in impact problems of ship.'s hulls with th gfregwater
saface, with special application to the phenomenon of slamming.
Slammnhg may be defined as a sudden change in the vertical or
angular acceleration of a ship, which results in the elastic
vibration of the hull. The problem has been divided into three (1)
phases. The first was the establishment of the basic principles
The predictions of slamming forces based on the application of
these principles to a V-shaped wedge were checked by dropping a
model of the M.S. SAN FRANCISCO onto the water surface. The
present report constitutes a certain refinement of this case,
since actual ship lines were used in the calculations and the
draft of each section was varied with time to correspond to the
pitching motion.

The last phase, on which considerable work has already been
done, is concerned with the slamming forcG experienced by a ship
towed freely through regular and random waves.
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The problem of slamming due to pure pitching motion is
considered first for the more simple case of no forward speed,
in which case the differential equation can be handled directly
by numerical methods; and secondly for finite speed of advance,
in which case even a first integral of the equation cannot be
obtained immediately, and a method of successive approximations
must be used.

In the latter case attempts were made to circumvent this
complication, and by means of certain assumptions to produce a
simple method of solution at least in the immediate region of
slamming. The details of this will be presented later.

In obtaining the calculated acceleration curve certain
factors such as viscosity were neglected, blt attempts wer
maie to include all factors which wonld influence the results
appreciably. The correction for the finite aspect ,ratio in the
eClculatLon'of the added moment of inertia had a maximum effect
of about 4, perent, and so .was included.

The slamming forces experienced by a ship in pitching
motion are dependent to a large degree upon the shape of the

Shull. A fine ship, for example, will experience much less
violent slamming forces than a ship with fuller lines. For this
reason it was necessary to perform the calculations illustrating
the method for a particular ship (the M.S. SAN FRANCISCO), and, in
the course of the calculations, to fit the pertinent parts of
her lines with analytical curves, in actual fact with high degree
polynomials (see fig. 3). This would have to be done for any
other ship for which this method of predicting slamming forces
were to be used. The M.S. SAN FRANCISCO was chosen for this
work because a great deal of model and full-scale trial data are
available for that ship.

i The Differential Equation of Slamming

In the general case the moment equation may be written:*

t

~-[I+ I +  -e (o)+G1M,(G)] = [M + MA( At - - ()

where I = Moment of inertia of model Z(Lm)~
Ia(e) = Added moment of inertia of model = Z (a'1kM-
Mw  = moment due to weight of model =1 (a)
Ma(9) = statical moment due to added mass= )(cEe
M ) = moment of buoyancy of displaced water =W 6) .
U = forward speed of advance
0 = angle of pitch
g = acceleration due to gravity
eo  = initial pitch angle (at time t = o)

* The derivation of this equation is given in the appendix.



In the derivation of this equation and in the calculation of the
coefficients of equation (1) an element theory is used.

We define (m) = mass of ith element
(Ama) = added mass of ith element normal to the keel
AFB)i = force on ith element due to buoyancy
xi = longitudinal coordinate of ith element

The origin is taken at the pivot point; moments are taken positive
clockwise; x is measured positive forward and forces are positive
downward. The pitch angle 9 is measured positively upward from
the water surface. See fig. 1.

+

FIGURE 1

In the case of zero speed of advance this equation reduces to

[ 4 I , d a tO

t=o

The solution of equations (1) and (2) necessitates the evaluation
of the functions Ia(e))Ma(6e))() and the methods of achieving
this constitute the next part of this paper.

Calculation of the Statical Moment (or First Moment) Due to
Added Mass Ma(8)

The statical moment is obtained from considerations of added
mass, on which subject the literature is quite considerable. The
method used here is that first suggested by Professor Lewis (2),
in which the element of added mass for a ship's section may be
obtained from that of an elliptical section. The method involves
multiplying the expression for the added mass of the elliptical

~'l~" "~~~rlUNr~*n~~Xslra~~ii~P~~I*-6*~
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section of the same beam to draft ratio (B/H) as that of the
ship by a correction factor, which is dependent on the shape of
the section. According to this we have the expression for the
added mass.

_ _ _ _- - _ (3)± I
X z 2 bl 3

where bi = half beam at waterline 4
= density of fluid
= inertia coefficient

Axi 2 2

Professor Lewis has obtained the values of /IC for a series of
sections similar to those of a ship, and Dr. Todd(3), by plotting
these against the B/H ratio and the cross-sectional area coef-
ficient has eliminated the necessity of fitting the lines of a
particular ship to the standard series of sections considered
by Professor Lewis. These curves are reproduced in fig. (2).

Onefurther correction to this expression for the added
mass is necessary for work in the field of impact. The effect
of piled up water must be taken into account by the introduction
of an effective beam measurement. Dr. Szebehely has given a
method for doing )4s in his consideration of a wedge hitting
the water surface% .  I

The effective beam ci is obta from the analytical curves
fitted to the transverse section and replaces bi in formula (3).
It is immediately evident from physical considerations that both
ci and ACi are functions of the pitch angle 9 as well as of the
shape of the ship's sections.

To find the modified beam ci(e) suppose the ith semi-
transverse section to be represented by the equation:*

n
Z~(+) + _-_ - -(4)

where Yi w coordinate along beam
z;= coordinate perpendicular to x-y plane

aos al, ... an are constants. The origin of the z and
y coordinates is the keel at the ith section.

* The equations for the forward sections are given in the
appendix.
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The constant and the linear term can be found by inspection.
Plotting the differences between the ship line and the tangent,
represented by the first two terms, on a logarithmic scale,
gives the power of the next term as the slope of this difference
line. The coefficient of this term can be found by comparison
of one point. Higher powers with small coefficients may be
necessary in order to fit the section further from the keel.
From this equation for Z(y) we obtained a modified cross-section
Z(c) taking account of piled-up water.

From reference (1)

dZc_ Z 0

(c ) = -,+O.,C +- ( C + d n (5

whence a . 3 (_
c -+ ----- - -c - -Cwhere f 2 2,. 6 ... C * t

where T . , for n even
S=n+- , .  1.5.-. $ . n for n odd

Fig. (3), given as an example, represents one transverse section,
the mathematical approximation, and the modified formz (C).
From such figures c may be obtained as a function of x and Z
(or e).

The expression for the added mass is:

rl ()=C ('e) ±Y C - - - - - (7)

and for the statical moment due to added mass:

MZ y XC C(() - --

where xi is measured from the pivot point.

A plot of Ma(9) for the M.S. SAN FRANCISCO (Draft H = 1.09",
aft pivot point) is given in figure (4).

Calculation of the Added Moment of Inertia, Ia(e9)

The added moment of inertia or second moment is also a
function of the pitch angle since any change in this angle will
result in a change in the mass and distribution of the displaced
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fluid. It can be found immediately from the first moment with ()
an additional correction for the finite aspect ratio of the ship.

) (AMo.+(e)

where is the above-mentioned correction, Fig. (5)

A(e) = waterline area

S(0) = wetted keel length

These last two functions were obtained from trigonometry and
graphical integration. The added moment of inertia is analyti-
cally very complicated and for subsequent work it was used
only numerically, (Fig. (6)).

Calculation of Moment Due to Buoyancy M, (9)

Like the added moment of inertia, the moment due to buoyancy
is dependent upon the mass and distribution of the displaced
fluid and thus is a function of the pitch angle .

- Fig. 7

If P is the pivot point, and R the point at which (for some 9)
the keel leaves the water, then we introduce the following
notation:

H = draft at pivot point (constantif 8 is small)
Zi(8)= depth of immersion at ith station

A4z)= cross-sectional area immersed.

Then Ms (0) =( , - (I0o)

where ( C())= L0zxL - .)

V ot
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All these calculations were performed for a fixed draft H,
considerably less than that of the load-water line, since it was
at this light draft that the experimental results showed slamming.
It is evident that these three functions are, however, dependent
upon this factor, and the moment due to buoyancy was calculated
for a second value of H. This showed that for small e, (i.e. in
the region of slamming) the moment due to buoyancy is extremely
sensitive to draft - an increase of 45 percent in draft gives a
factor of 4 in M. (e) in this range. [see Fig. (8)]. These
functions therefore have always to be computed for a particular
ship and a particular draft.

Solution of the Differential Equation for Zero Speed of Advance

We return now to equation (2) for the case of zero speed of
advance:

t

- I+I * = fH + M (e)] dt
tao

or, after differentiation

- IG - [ LI~erY] = M,+M,(e)

Make the substitution (6)= P(e)
Then equation (12) becomes

-~l~L, [ +I' e)- = M +M

#t~

-(2)

,e)S

B e) -

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to 9.
solution of this equation for is:

'4
-. r rM + H(Ae)FT + T ie1dee)][I~ @ *-5()]e

S.-- + Ii 

(I3)

The

~j pt2-

Using the previously calculated functions Ia(e), i, (e) and the
values Mw = 109.1 ft. lb. and I = 27.4 ft. lb. sec equation (14)
may be solved numerigally for 6 as a function of e, and thus,
by integrating, for e in terms of t. This curve of angular
Velocity versus time is given in figure (9). Graphical differen-
tiation was then used to produce the final acceleration-time curve,
figure (10). It is interesting to note that, while the impact
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shows up quite clearly in a sudden decrease in velocity, its
effect on the displacement curve obtained by the integration is
practically unnoticeable. From this we may conclude that,
despite the large magnitude of the deceleration experienced
in slamming, its duration is so short that its effect on the
actual motion of the ship is almost negligible.

Figure (10) shows also the experimental curve of acceleration
for identical conditions of draft and loading. In general, the
agreement is quite good. There is some time lag and difference
in magnitude of the maximum deceleration. The latter could be

explained by the inherent inaccuracy of graphical differentiation.
Both discrepancies could be explained by a hypothesis that the
draft of the model was not measured accurately enough . This
is quite possible since this measurement presents considerable
practical difficultv. Approximations in the basic equation such
as the ue of an element theory, and in the computation of
coefficients3 may also contribute appreciably to the dis-
crepancies.

The oscillations which appear after the impact in the experi-
mental curve, represent the resultant elastic vibration of the
hull. No attempt was made to take such into account in the
equations of the theoretical work. One further investigation was
carried out for the case of zero speed of advance. The effect
of a change of loading of the ship was studied by calculating the
acceleration curve for a changed position of a 25 lb. weight
located in the stern. The moment due to weight and the moment
of inertia are both changed by this shift while the added moment
of inertia and the moment due to buoyancy are unaltered. As a
result the initial acceleration is altered giving rise to a
further shift in the time of maximum deceleration and to a change
in the maximum attained velocity which influences the magnitude
of the slamming force. In the case considered, the distance
between the weight and the pivot point was decreased by about 27
percent, increasing Mw by 17 percent and decreasing I by 11
percent. These changes resulted in an increase of the initial
acceleration from .66g to .83g. The maximum deceleration was
experienced 0.01 second earlier, and its magnitude was increased
by about 20 percent.

Solution of the Differential Equation for Finite Speed of
Speed of Advance

In this case we have the equation
t

++ M - = J + M(E) t

_1__1__1 1_____ _ I
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or differentiating

- ] () + = + M(e) (I)

Substituting = () as before we obtain

dI (e M eMe (e(l

This equation may be solved by means of successive approxima-
tions. It may be put into the form

9

=1f+ i (17)

where the first approximate form for the velocitv., was
taken as that for zero speed of advance and is the
second approximation. After five successive approximations
the difference in slope of the velocity time curves did not
exceed the limit of the accuracy of the slope drawing and of the
initial curve. It may be concluded that the.finite speed of
advance has very little direct influence on the magnitude of
slamming in thp particular case of a ship which is pitched
artifically while moving through cplm water. This conclision
is substantiated by the experimental results (see pag. 23)

An attempt was made to find a simpler method of solution
for equation (16), at least in the regLon of slamming. As can
be seen from the curves of Ia(e) and Ml(e) the ratio M + 1J46 (

is very small in this region and in order to simplify the equation
it was assumedthat this term could be neglected giving the
homogeneous equation:

Se+ - 2f " U [kJ 0e)+ e )
de T1,(e) g I + I.(e)

which is of the form

0 +;(a) = 2(9) 4 "
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where f and g are the functions given in equation (18). Substi-

tuting 9 we obtain the solution for :

ff de de
Sf e de] + CONTAT -- --(1)

where )  a ( = ())
ee) i 3 de t + ]O (e))

Therefore

The constantY' was found from initial conditions. These were
taken at time t = .24 sec., Just before the deceleration
began. Using the values of e, Ia(9) and Ma(9) at this time,
Y(=-30.43. The resulting velocity curve is shown on figure (I1),
curve (2). Putting then U = 0 in equation (20) and neglecting
the MW + Ms(e) term,

K where K is some constant.
I + I(e)

Again from initial conditions at the same time we find that
K =-29.36.

The resulting velocity curve is again shown on figure (11),
curve (3). The exact solution for zero speed of advance is
represented by curve (1). From this figure it appears that the
angular velocity is scarcely influenced by the speed of advance,
but that the neglected moment term is important. The former
fact is emphasized by the successive approximation solution,
which is also rendered necessary by the invalidity of the above
method of simplification.

Theoretical Pressure Distribution

So far we have investigated the maximum decelerations of a
ship during impact. These in themselves, however, are not the
cause of the damage to the hull which is the main concern of thej
practical naval architect and shipbuilder. For purpose of
structural design it is the pressure distribution on the hull
which is of greater interest and importance.

~~ ._ ~~
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The pressure will vary across a certain transverse section
and from section to section at any given time. At any section
the pressure distribution varies with time. Thus the pressure
at any point is a function of three variables, the position
given by x and y and the time t.

Reference (l 'equation (73) gives the equation for the
pressure at any point:

2VC PC__

where V = instantaneous velocity of transverse section under-
consideration

p = density of water
y = beam coordinate of point
I = instantaneous acceleration 6

u(c) = dZ(c) [see added mass investigation]
do

c = modified beam at water level for piled up water effect.

Introducing and fo = 2 equation (21)
becomes

At the keel

At any instant, from previous results, we know Vhe angular
velocity and acceleration, and therefore V and V may be found
for ani section.

The formula (21) is valid for a wedge of small deadrise
angle. By using the u(c) calculated for the particular sections,
it holds for these more complicated shapes, but again only for
small deadrise angle, Thus the pressure distribution on any
section can be calculated only for a very short time after that
section touches the water surface, that is where the slope of
Z(c) is small. If Ltis applied to sections having a deeper
draft negative pressure distributions result .

'4"') - ') Xi, , " " S -V Y

_ _ _~_~ _
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Figure (12) shows the pressure distribution on section 17
at the instant of slamming (e = 1.420) and at times very shortly
after.

Figure (13) shows the pressure distribution on sections 16
and 17 at the instant of slamming.

The y coordinate of that point on any section, at which the
pressure is a maximum at a certain time, may very easily be
calculated.

For maximum pressure 7

which, from equation (23), gives

where

Since in this equation u(C) is small and < (1, we take as
a first approximation = u(c). Substituting in equation (24)
we get

The accuracy of this approximation, therefore, depends on the

magnitude of . The maximum value of this ratio, for con-
ditions giving positive pressure distributions, was at station
17 and e = 1.00, in which case u(c) = 0.0911 and 6 = -0.985
and U( =-0.00076. Thus the maximum error introduced by
taking the position of the pressure maximum at ] = u(c) or
y= c 1-u2 (c) is 0.076 percent.

Assuming this solution for y we obtain a simple formula for
the maximum pressure

~ E p[ I

An attempt was made to estimate the moment due to slamming
from these calculated pressure distributions. The highly localised
pressure at station 17 at the instant of slamming would contribute

- 1 Imoll MAIN ii
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practically nothing to the total force. However, the pressure
,distribution at station 16 would give rise to a considerable
force. Suppose we assume a linear distribution of force per
unit ship length, over the two sections 15 to 17 with the max-
imum at station 16. Then the total moment is 1500 ft. lbs.

This agrees in order of magnitude with the 1000 ft. lbs. for
this moment obtained from equation (12): ,

d
Moment due to slamming = dt (Ia(e)) =-MW - M8(8) - Ie.

For the full-scale ship, whose length is approximately 400 feet,
this would correspond to a slamming moment of three million foot

tons. This agrees in order of magnitude with the measured bending
moment for- this ship.

This investigation gives the general location of the region
of high pressure at the instant of slamming. However, it cannot
be assumed that the maximum contribution to the force is actually
given by station 16. It is impossible to interpolate the pres-
sure distributions between stations 15, 16 and 17. In order to
make reasonable predictions as to the damage caused by slamming,
it would be necessary to obtain a pressure map for this region,
by calculating the pressure distributions at many intermediate
sections.

Experimental Methods and Results

The model of the M.S. SAN FRANCISCO (TMIM Model 3572-A) used
in the slamming tests had a B.P. length of 7.8 feet, a beam of
12.9 inches and had a freeboard of 9.6 inches. An artificial
freeboard was added to avoid shipping water into the accelero-
meter. For most of the tests the model was pivoted at a point
2.3 feet forward from the aft perpendicular [see figure (14)].
Weights were placed in the stern, and about half-way forward of
the midship section, to balance the model in a horizontal
position when resting freely in the water. A 5g accelerometer
was placed 10: inches aft of the forward perpendicular. This
was connected to an oscillograph and the results were obtained
in the form of acceleration traces. The model was pitched by the
simple method of giving it an initial angular displacement, (by
pulling up the bow by means of a rope) and releasing it to
oscillate with its own natural frequency.

The ship was towed at several drafts and at several forward
speeds. Runs were made in which the model was pivoted at the
midship section, at a forward point and at the above-mentioned
aft point. Appreciable changes in acceleration were recorded
only in the last case. For a light draft (7/8") and a 90
initial angle slight slamming (-.6g) was noted even when the
model was pivoted about the midship section. For any larger 11
draft (31~, 6"), and for all drafts using the forward pivot
point no slamming was experienced.

---- --- - --
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practically nothing to the total force. However, the pressure
distribution at station 16 would give rise to a considerable
force. Suppose we assume a linear distribution of force per
unit ship length, over the two sections 15 to 17 with the max-
imum at station 16. Then the total moment is 1500 ft. lbs.

This agrees in order of magnitude with the 1000 ft. lbs. for
this moment obtained from equation (12):

d
Moment due to slamming = dt (Ia(e)) =-MW - Mg(e) - IG.

For the full-scale ship, whose length is approximately 400 feet,
this would correspond to a slamming moment of three million foot
tons. This agrees in order of magnitude with the measured bending
moment for-this ship.

This investigation gives the general location of the region
of high pressure at the instant of slamming. However, it cannot
be assumed that the maximum contribution to the force is actually
given by station 16. It is impossible to interpolate the pres-
sure distributions between stations 15, 16 and 17. In order to
make reasonable predictions as to the damage caused by slamming,
it would be necessary to obtain a pressure map for this region,
by calculating the pressure distributions at many intermediate
sections.

Experimental Methods and Results

The model of the M.S. SAN FRANCISCO (TMR Model 3572-A) used
in the slamming tests had a B.P. length of 7.8 feet, a beam of,
12.9 inches and had a freeboard of 9.6 inches. An artificial
freeboard was added to avoid shipping water into the accelero-
meter. For most of the tests the model was pivoted at a point
2.3 feet forward from the aft perpendicular [see figure (14)].
Weights were placed in the stern, and about half-way forward of
the midship section, to balance the model in a horizontal
position when resting freely in the water. A 5g accelerometer
was placed 101 inches aft of the forward perpendicular. This
was connected to an oscillograph and the results were obtained
in the form of acceleration traces. The model was pitched by the
simple method of giving it an initial angular displacement, (by
pulling up the bow by means of a rope) and releasing it to
oscillate with its own natural frequency.

The ship was towed at several drafts and at several forward
speeds. Runs were made in which the model was pivoted at the
midship section, at a forward point and at the above-mentioned
aft point. Appreciable changes in acceleration were recorded
only in the last case. For a light draft (7/8") and a 90
initial angle slight slamming (-.6g) was noted even when the
model was pivoted about the midship section. For any larger
draft (34", 6"), and for all drafts using the forward pivot
point no slamming was experienced.
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FIG. (14)

Experimental Arrangement.

DIAGQAM OF MODEL 3572-4
M.S. SAN FQAMCISCO
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The experiments performed with the model pivoted at the
after end yield greater slamming. With an initial draft of 3
inches and initial angle 61o the model experiences slight
slamming (less than lg deceleration); for greater draft and
this angle, none. With a draft of 1.09" the slamming varied
with the initial angle: for 12.20 the maximum deceleration was
4.2g; for 90, 3.1g; and for 60, 1.9g. All these values are for
zero speed of advance. If the draft is further reduced to .75"
the magnitudes are again increased to the order of 5 or 6g,
and a similar variation with inital angle is noticeable. These
summarized results are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Pivot Draft
Point Initial Angle H Slamming
Forward None
Midship 70 --90 7/8" Slight (-.2g to -.6g)

" 31 to 6" None
Aft 80 - 110 .75 -5.4g to -6g

5.70 - 12.20 1.09" -1.9g to -4.3g" 3" - 6 " None

At least in this artificial case, with no waves present,
slamming seems to be hardly sensitive to forward speed. There
is a slight trend in some cases towards an increase in the
maximum deceleration at 1 knot, and a falling off in the 2 and 3
knot runs, but the spread is slight and scarcely exceeds the
possible error caused by the difficulty in measuring the initial
angle. No conclusion should be drawn, therefore, except that
of the insensitivity of slamming to forward speed in this parti-
cular experimental set-up. It must be emphasized that when the
model is towed in waves the forward speed will partially determine
the period of encounter, changing the effective wave-length 1
and thus the maximum pitch angle, to which, as we have seen,
slamming is sensitive. In addition, in the case of waves the
forward velocity will have a component perpendicular to the
water surface.

Figure (15) shows the effect of draft for zero speed of
advance. The larger angles in cases (1) and (2) would tend
to increase slamming but this effect is more than compensated
by the heavier draft. Comparison of cases (1) with (2) and
(3) with (4) shows the effect of angle for fixed draft.

In all these curves, the maximum deceleration due to impact
is"given by the first peak. The high frequency oscillations
following this are caused by the elastic vibration of the hull.

As will be seen in fig. (15) the experimental traces of
acceleration, a, P rpsult of friction generated in the
bearingsof the experimental set up, start at zero at time
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zero and increase to a constant value. The curve used for
comparison with the theoretical results was corrected for this
effect by assuming the initial acceleration to be that later
attained and adjusting the starting time to leave the total
area under the curve the same. This resulted in a shift of
.008 second in the time scale.

The accelerationsobtained from all these runs were inte-
grated graphically to give velocity and displacement curves.
A representative case is given in figure (16).

It is interesting to note that the extremely sharp peak in
the acceleration curve causes a sudden drop in the velocity
curve but does not bring it to zero. Thus the vertical motion
of the model does not cease completely due to the impact. After
the second integration the resulting displacement shows scarcely
any effect of the peak. Thus we conclude that, since the impact
has such a short duration, the ship is not halted in its downward
travel, and that in fact, the impact has very little effect on
the ship's motion.

Conclusions

From this work we can conclude that given the initial posi-
tion of a ship in calm water it is possible to solve numerically
the diferential equations of motion and to predict whether or
not the ship will slam, the approximate time and magnitude of
slamming and the pressure distribution over that part of the
hull which suffers impact at the instant of maximum deceleration.

It has been pointed out that slamming is very sensitive to
change in draft, less sensitive to change in initial angle and,
when towed in calm water and artifically pitched about a fixed
pivot point, practically independent of forward speed.

There is a great deal of further numerical work which should
be done in order -to produce a practically useful pressure map.
The whole problem of predicting slamming forces for a model
towed freely through waves has yet to be solved,

Summary of Equations for Numerical Calculations

1. Calculation of elements of added mass

Equation of ith transverse section:

0 1 + 0-
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Equation of modified section taking into account the piled-up
water effect:

ZO(L 3

where where 2. , 4,L for n even

n+i .3.5 . n for n odd

This equation gives c(e) for any section, since z is a function
of 9. /f is obtained from fig. (1) and depends on the cross-
sectional area and B/H ratio of the immersed section.

2. Calculation of Statical Moment Due to Added Mass

3. Calculation of Added Moment of Inertia

where A -6) waterline area
S e) = wetted keel length

4. Calculation of Moment due to Buoyancy

M, (e) = Z P I X, A (e) L x

where Ai (6) = immersed cross-sectional area.

5. Solution of Differential Equation for Zero Speed of Advance

This solution is given by

(i+ M )(I I de
(-L+ I.,G e)'

^_ ~__~~ .
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where 0= (6

This gives a numerical soQi&orn for a as a function of 6:

dt

Then t f ¢ d

or by numerical integration G = e(t).

From this we obtain immediately e as a function of t, and
by graphical differentiation 4 as a function of t.

6. Solution of differential equation for finite speed of
advance by successive approximations

Assuming the solution t(O) from previous case as a first
approximation, the next approximation becomes

eM a M (e) p [ rl(e) ) (!2 1-f~~ ~ +,. ae eGolIj~
4,(e) =

7. Calculaton of pressure at an point across one transverse
section

p [ 22 (C 4, -Al/

or

+ \ - , -

22
'us) - -~i;l 1;

S= V//U c

dZ(C) + O z + h C + C + C
tL(C)= de

>,= : Zo[,fC + -]

where

?: /C

__

P 0 X2
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On any transverse section the point at which the pressure is a
maximum is given by

and this maximum pressure is
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APPENDIX

Equations of Forward Transverse Sections of the

M.S.San Francisco Model

Station 6

z(y) = o025y + 32 (y/10) + 480(y/10)

Station 7

z(y) = 00151y + 104 x 10 +(y/10)22

Station 8 - 14
3r2 10 64

z(y) = .0154y + 6,23 10 (y/10) + 6.31x 10 (y/10)

Station 15
12 4 2. 1 56

z(y) = .0154y + 64.1 (y/10) - 6 x10 (y/10) + 1.4X10 (y/10)

Station 16
3 /6 26 128

z(y) = o0308y + 2.08x10 (y/10) + 6.03x10.(y/10)

Station 17
6 2 1 12 4

z(y) = o06y + 26o85 (y/10) + 4o55x10 (/l10) - 3o52x10 (y/10)

Station 18

z(y) = .182y + 30 (/10) 4 + 2o58xl0 (y/10)

Station 19
5 o /6

z(y) = .66 + o237Y +'922 (y/10) + 4.57xl0 (y/10)

( These equations hold for the eightfobt -model. z and y are

measured in inches,)
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Derivation of the general differential equation of slamming

We define the following coordinate systems

\n tO)X.
8,

¢ 'o)
-'(a

The two coordinate systems (X,YZ) and(x,y,z) have their origin
at the pivot point 0. The(X,Y,Z)system (unit vectors T,3,k
translates with the origin only; i' is always parallel to the
water surface. The (x,y,z) system\tunit vectors 1,j,k translates
with the origin and rotates with the body in the x,z plane.
Thus, x is alwas along the ship The superscipt zero again
.eno es condi ions at time zer__.

The forward velocity U is always parallel to the X axis and
can be written as the vector UT'. We assume that an element
theory can be used and that the mass of each element of the
model is concentrated at the centroid of that element,, In the
absence of a heavy superstructure, as in this case, the approxi-
mation is reasonable.

The position vector of the centroid of an element is
Tx + kz. (The subscript i denoting the ith element will be
ommitted for convenience).

The absolute velocity of this centroid is given by

ui + wk
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where u and w are the components of the velocity along the x
and z direc.ions, respectively.

ui + wk = Ui' t qj x (ix + kz)

SUi' + q (-x + z) (A.1)

where qj is the angular velocity vector about 0. From (A.1)
we obtain

u = U + qz, w = Ue - qx, * = Ue - ex (A.2)

We assume that the added mass of an element may be represented
by its component normal to the model keel, Ama, and that the
momentum of the fluid due to the motion of the element is

ma wk

If the mass of the element is denoted by Am the equation of
motion for that element is:

- [Am(ui t wk) + AmawE ] = [AFW i AFB]k' (A.3)

where AFw = force due to weight of element

AFB = force due to buoyancy, acting on element.

Integrating (A.3) we obtain

Tum + Ew(Am + Ama) - T(O)u(O)Am - G(o)w(o)(Am + Ama(o))

t
= o (AF W + AFB)dt (A.4)

If we take the normal components of all terms in (A.4) at time
t, and consider the angles involved small, we have:

w(Am + Ama) - (6-e)u(o)Am - w(o)(Am Ama (o ) )

o (AFW t AFB )dt

or using (A.2)

(Ue - gx)(Am + Arma) - (e - eo)UAm - Ueo(Am * Ama(o))
t

=f (AF - AFB)dtJO
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ueAma - Ueonm a (o) - qx(tm + Ama) = f(AFw - AFB)dt

Multiplying equation (A.5) by x, summing over all the elements
and introducing the previous notation results at once in the
equation

-911 + la] + u[IMa(e) - 9oMa(eo)] = (MW t MB)dt
o

or
(A.5)

-i l i Iii i I nnII IIIII lln lllllll m IIilllllllllllB i iII
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In this report a method is developed for predicting maximum
slamming forces experienced by a ship's hull, when its impact
with the free water surface is due to pure pitching motion.

The results of the theoretical investigation are compared with
those obtained from a series of experiments performed upon an
eight foot model of the M.S. SAN FRANCISCO, in which the
model is given an initial angular displacement about a fixed axis
of rotation about 30 percent of the length from aft, and allowed tc
pitch in her natural period. The results are given in the form of
theoretical and experimental acceleration traces. The pressure
distribution over some of the forward sections is also obtained
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theoretically, and the total moment due to slamming is estimated both from this and from the
differential equation of slamming. In the case of pure pitching motion about this axis, the
general location of the region of high pressure at the time of slamming is found to be about 20
percent aft of the forward perpendicular.

The effect of slamming on the pitching motion of the ship is shown to be very slight. The
effect on slamming of finite speed of advance, for the case of an artificially pitched model
moving through calm water, is also very small.
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